Dear Subscriber,

This is a monthly update on the GeoPard Agriculture development. We joined GACSA, a smart agriculture initiative by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO).

Zones quality
The optimized number of points per zone for easier manual amendments. Automatically merged tiny polygons into the parent polygon. Automatic check for invalid polygons.

Read more

Mobile App
You are welcome to try GeoPard mobile application capable of working with offline maps. Now you can scout your fields even without the internet.

Contact us to try it

Other improvements and new features:
- Configuration for minimal polygon size when you create new Management Zones
- LiveChat with GeoPard team members at any time
- German and Dutch languages are added
- More in-season automatic management zones are created, even in case of low vegetation (here we use a special index)
- Batch import of fields was improved (we stress-tested to import 300 fields in one operation with a success)
- More stable analysis for big fields ~500 hectares
- Log in/Sign up with Apple Id (in addition to Google and Facebook)
- GeoPard user guide

Previous monthly newsletters:
- May
- April
- March

Sincerely yours,
Dmitry from GeoPard

GeoPard Agriculture, Naussener str. 472, Cologne, NRW 50733, Germany, +49176-36322391
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